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 I. Search page overview 
 
Creating searches to narrow down a corpus of documents is a process essential to ediscovery. 
Everlaw’s search page allows you to construct complex searches in an elegant and visually 
intuitive manner. The centerpiece of the search page is the query builder tool, which uses 
logical operations and nested search terms to communicate the semantics of a search without 
the weight of inaccessible syntax.  
 
Everlaw search features include:  
 
Logical containers and Boolean operators 
In Everlaw, you can use logical containers to visually build a search framework. Nesting these 
containers within each other creates a transparent logical hierarchy that improves the readability 
of your searches. You can easily negate search terms by applying a NOT label. Within Contents 
search terms, you can use Boolean operators (AND, OR, etc.)  You can also incorporate 
wildcard, fuzzy, and proximity searches, as well as regular expressions, to capture possible 
variations in document content.  
 
Bates and metadata searches 
Searching across pre-produced and produced versions of documents is made easy through 
Everlaw’s Bates search term. Advanced Bates-related search functionalities, such as searching 
within pages of a document based on the document’s Begin Bates number and searching for 
multiple Bates numbers simultaneously, are also available. Additionally, you can search across 
metadata values—even non-exact values—to identify all documents relevant to your search, 
despite metadata formatting inconsistencies.  
 
Person and time search parameters 
You can search for review decisions applied by particular users or user groups, or those or 
applied to the document at a particular time, even if the decision has since been overridden. 
You can also search for documents that have been viewed by a particular user or user group, 
even if no review decisions were applied.  
 
Grouping search results 
You can choose to include family or group members for documents that contain attachments, 
form part of an email thread, or have duplicate or produced versions, even if these group 
members do not meet the conditions of the original search. Additionally, you can apply filters to 
these groups to limit your search results to group parents, children, or search hits, among other 
options. 
 
Customizable search results table 
Documents brought up by a certain search are visible through a results table. The columns of 
the results table can be reorganized and sorted to reflect the information most relevant to your 

 



 

project. Batch actions such as coding or editing metadata fields can be performed directly from 
the results table. Results tables can be exported in CSV format for an at-a-glance summary of 
the documents that meet a set of search criteria. The documents retrieved by the search 
themselves can also be exported in image, text, or native format directly from the results table.  
 
Search term reports 
Admins have the ability to run several content searches at the same time through the search 
term reports feature, thus allowing them to more finely view the distribution of key words and 
phrases throughout their database.  
 
II. Search page anatomy 
 
II. A. Search terms list 
 
The left-hand side of the search page contains a list of search terms for use in building 
searches. These search terms can be added any number of times to build a search.  
 
The terms are grouped into four sections: Logical (Boolean grouping properties), Documents 
(properties pertaining to the document itself, whether or not review decisions have been 
applied), Review (properties pertaining to review decisions applied to the document), and 
Metadata (a list of the metadata fields that Everlaw has extracted from the documents). 
 

 



 
 
In order to simplify the interface, categories of search terms are partially collapsed by default. 
Users can customize which terms are always visible above the fold through a simple 
drag-and-drop mechanism. If you want to view of all the search terms, you can drag all of the 
terms above the fold. 
 
II. B. Query builder 
 
The query builder is the all-purpose tool for constructing searches on Everlaw. Search terms 
can be clicked or dragged into the query builder to create a search.  

 



 

 
 
Logical search terms can be nested inside of each other to increase search complexity. 
 
II. C. Instant search preview 
 
The instant search preview will pop up from the bottom of the search page once a valid search 
term and value are added to the query builder. The instant search preview will populate once 
you click outside the builder with your mouse or press tab or enter on your keyboard. The 
information and documents displayed in the preview will update instantaneously with any 
change made to the query builder. 
 

 
 
The top of the preview bar shows the text translation of your search, the total number of 
documents matching your search, and a button to expand the table to display the full set of 
results. 
 
The instant search preview also displays a sample of up to 10 documents from your full set of 
results, along with various kinds of information about the documents. To preview the contents 
and metadata of a particular document, click on the appropriate eye icon in the far right column. 
This will open a preview of the document on the search page, without moving you to a results 
table.  
 
III. Building searches 
 
Query builder searches in Everlaw are composed of Document or Review search terms 
contained inside of Logical search terms, or logical containers.  
 
III. A. Logical containers 
 

 



The logical containers AND and OR are the backbone to building complex queries in Everlaw. 
The AND and OR search terms create containers within the query builder that you can then add 
other search terms into. Logical containers can also be nested within each other.  
 

 
 
Documents must satisfy all the search term criteria contained in an AND container. Documents 
must satisfy one or more of the search criteria contained in an OR container.  
 
Each logical container also contains an options tab that allows the user to specify grouping and 
removal settings for the documents retrieved by the search criteria in the logical container:  
 

 
 
If a logical container encompasses other sub-containers, the outermost container’s options tab 
will apply to the sub-containers, as well.  
 
If you are searching for a single term, you do not need to specify logic for the logical container. 
The following three searches will all retrieve the same results: 
 

 



 

 

 
 
 
III. B. Nesting logical containers 
 
You can nest logical containers inside of each other by clicking or dragging an AND or OR 
search term into the query builder from the search terms list. If you nest logical containers by 
clicking on them from the search terms list, the nested operator(s) will automatically be placed 
inside the logical container that is currently active in the query builder. An active container is 
designated by a thin blue border. To change the currently active container, click once on the 
desired container so that the new container is outlined in blue. 
 

 
 
In this image, OR is the currently active container. Any search terms that are clicked from the 
search terms list will automatically be inserted into the OR container.  

 



 
Logical containers can be nested inside of each other infinitely.  
 
III. C. Changing a logical container from AND to OR, and vice-versa 
 
You can change the logic of a container (from AND to OR or vice versa) by double-clicking on 
the container added in the query builder.  
 

 
 
You can also change the logic by dragging and dropping an AND or OR label over the left-hand 
side of the relevant container. 
 
III. D. Adding search terms 
 
You can add search terms to the query builder by clicking on a term from the search terms list, 
clicking the “Find a term” link at the top of the search terms list and specifying a term, or by 
dragging and dropping a term into the tool. If you add search terms by clicking on a term or by 
clicking on “Find a term,” the new term will automatically be placed inside the currently active 
logical container.  
 
III. E. Copying search terms 
 
You can copy a search term by dragging it to a new location while holding down the control 
(command on Macs) key on your keyboard. A new term will appear with the same information 
as the original term. You can copy the logical AND and OR containers in the same way by 
dragging on their left-hand bars; all of their contained terms will be copied as well. 
 
III. F. Negating search terms 
 
To negate a logical container, drag and drop a NOT label over the container, or click on the 
container and then click the NOT label from the left-hand list. Negating a logical container will 
exclude all documents that meet the container’s search criteria from the search results.  

 



 

 
 
For example, the above search will retrieve all documents on the project that are not emails that 
contain the word “fraud.”  
 
To remove negation from a logical container, click on the white X on the NOT label that has 
been applied to a container. 
 
To negate a search term, click on it once, or drag and drop a NOT label over the term. Negating 
a search term will find documents that do not have that particular property. 
 

 
 
This search will retrieve all documents in the database that are not emails.  
 
To remove negation from a search term, click on the search term again. 
 
Negating a logical operator has different logical consequences from negating an individual 
search term. Consider the following two searches:  
 

 

 



 
 
In the first example above, the user is searching for documents that are not sent from Ted Fick 
and were not sent during the time period 1/1/2007 to 3/14/2013. In the second example, the 
user is not searching for any documents that were sent from Ted Fick and were sent during the 
time period 1/1/2007 to 3/14/2013. The first example will exclude more documents than the 
second. A document that was sent during the time period 1/1/2007 to 3/14/2013 but sent from 
Ted Fick will be excluded from the results of the first example, but will be included in the results 
of the second example.  
 
In other words, searching for (NOT 1/1/2007-3/14/2013) AND (NOT From: Ted Fick) restricts the 
potential search results more than NOT (1/1/2007-3/14/2013 AND From: Ted).  
 
III. G. Keyboard-only search 
 
The search page features a suite of keyboard shortcuts that allow you to perform the following 
tasks, among others: 
 

● Navigate between and rearrange search terms  
● Insert any term from the list of available search terms 
● Negate search terms or logical containers 
● Switch the logic of a logical container 
● Delete search terms or logical containers 
● Duplicate search terms or logical containers 

 
You can access the full list of these shortcuts by hitting the ? (Shift + /) key on your keyboard, or 
by clicking the help link at the bottom right of the query builder.  
 
III. H. Reading complex searches 
 
To understand the logic of a complex search, read the contents of the query builder “inside out.” 
In other words, start by reading the contents of the innermost logical containers, then build upon 
the logic of the search by reading towards the outermost containers. 
 

 



 

 
 
This search will retrieve documents that meet at least one of the following characteristics (OR 
container): 
 

● Contain the phrase “new york” 
● Contain the word “massachusetts” 
● Contain the phrase “san francisco” and the word “california” (innermost AND container) 

 
The outermost AND container specifies that along with meeting at least one of the conditions in 
the OR container, the documents must also be emails (Type term) sent from John Smith 
(Metadata term).  
 
The More Options tab at the bottom of the outermost search container lists the additional 
sampling and grouping options that have been applied to the search. You can understand the 
logic of the additional options by reading from left to right. For the search above, exact 
duplicates have been excluded from the search results. Then, a random sample of 20% of the 
documents has been taken, and the remaining documents were organized into attachment 
groups. In other words, the logic of the additional options can be read as “duplicates excluded, 
20% sampled, grouped by attachments.”  
 
IV. Content searches 
 
A content search allows you to search for individual words, phrases, or Boolean syntaxes. You 
can create a content search by adding a Contents search term from the search terms list to the 
query builder. (By default, new searches include this term.) Content searches make it possible 
to locate words or phrases within documents containing text. Content searches are not 

 



case-sensitive. In addition, there are no stop words or noise words in Everlaw; all words are 
indexed.  
 
When you open the search page, you may notice that the query builder is prefilled with a 
Contents search term. Remember that if you are searching with a single term, you do not need 
to specify a logical condition for the query builder. Both of the following searches, for instance, 
will retrieve the same results:  
 

 

 
 
IV. A. Searching by keyword 
 
To create a single-word search, type the desired word into the Content search term box.  
 

 
 
This search will retrieve documents that contain the word “california.”  
 
IV. B. Searching by phrase 
 
To create a phrase search, surround the phrase you want to search for with quotation marks. (If 
you do not surround the phrase with quotation marks, the search parser will interpret the 
contents of the search term as a multi-word OR search.)  
 

 
 
This search will retrieve documents that contain the phrase “san francisco.”  

 



 

 
 
This search will retrieve documents that have the word “san” or the word “francisco,” but will not 
specifically search for the phrase “san francisco.” For example, documents containing the 
phrases “San Antonio” or “San Diego” could be among the results.  
 
IV. C. Single-line logical searches 
 
Everlaw supports some single-line Boolean logical functionality. Instead of using two content 
search terms to construct a complex search for multiple words or phrases, you can use logical 
operators to build the complex search within only one search term.  
 
AND and OR searches 
 
You can construct a single-line AND search for multiple words or phrases by typing AND or && 
between the terms.  
 

 

 
 
Both of the above searches will retrieve documents that contain both the phrase “peanut butter” 
and the word “sandwich.”  
 
You can construct a single-line OR search for multiple words or phrases by typing OR or || 
between the terms. Separating terms or phrases by a comma or space, without surrounding 
them by quotation marks, also automatically defaults to an OR search.  
 

 

 

 



 
Both of the above searches will retrieve documents that contain the phrase “spaghetti and 
meatballs” or the word “pizza.” (Documents that contain both “spaghetti and meatballs” and 
“pizza” will also be retrieved.)  
 
Grouped searches 
 
You can use parentheses to form subqueries within content searches. This is useful if you are 
using multiple logical operators in a single-line search, and want to control which terms or 
phrases a logical operator applies to. 
 

 
 
The above search will return documents that contain the words “juice” or “orange”, and the word 
“organic.”  
 
IV. D. Other operators 
 
Aside from AND and OR operators, Everlaw also supports NOT, +, and -.  
 
The NOT operator allows you to exclude documents that contain the word or phrase that follows 
the operator.  
 

 
 
The above search will retrieve documents that contain the phrase “cumulative risk” but do not 
contain the word “regulation.” 
 
The plus sign operator (+) can be used within contents searches that incorporate multiple terms, 
and allows you to designate terms that must appear in the documents that are retrieved via a 
search. 
 

 
 

 



The above search will look for documents that have the word “lions” and optionally have the 
word “tigers” as well.  
 
The minus sign operator (-) works similarly to the NOT operator. It allows you to designate terms 
that cannot appear in the documents that are retrieved via a search.  
 

 
 
The above search will look for documents that have the words “lions” or “tigers,” but do not 
contain the word “bears.”  
 
IV. E. Special characters 
 
You can also create a content search for the following special characters: #, @, &, and %. Many 
currency symbols ($, €, ¢, £, ¥, etc.) are also indexed. Other special characters will be indexed 
as a space by the query parser.  
 
Diacritics (such as é or ñ) are indexed in Everlaw. Searching for the word “fiancée” will retrieve 
different results than searching for the word “fiancee.” 
 
The parsing of special characters can be complex in Everlaw. For example, if you were to 
search for the phrase “From: John Smith,” emails in your database that contained the string 
“From:John Smith” would not be present among your search results. This is because the system 
will read “From:John” as one word, even though a human reader would understand “From” and 
“John” as separate words. To avoid problems such as these, consider constructing a metadata 
search. 
 
IV. F. Keyboard shortcuts and content searches 
 
If you are using keyboard shortcuts to build your search, you can easily create content searches 
without needing to insert a Contents term. This can be done by typing your desired search 
directly into a blank term, and selecting “Did you mean to run a Contents search for [...]?” 
 

 
 

 



 V. Advanced content searches 
 
Everlaw supports the advanced content searches listed below. You can also reference the 
syntax for these searches by clicking on the blue (i) icon next to the Contents search term. 
 
V. A. Wildcard searches 
 
Wildcard searches allow you to search for words or phrases while leaving some characters 
unspecified. Everlaw supports single- and multiple-character wildcard content searches in 
documents or metadata (e.g., file path, custodian, etc.). ? is used for single-character wildcards, 
and * for character-agnostic wildcards.  
 
To search for words starting with certain characters but ending with unspecified characters, 
append ? or * to the end of the word. For example:  

● rela?  will find words such as relax and relay 
● rela*  will find words such as relax, relay, relaxing, relate, and related  

To search for words starting and ending with specified characters but with unspecified 
characters in the middle, use ? or * in the middle of the word. For example:  

● re?t  will find words such as rent and rest 
● re*t  will find words such as rent, rest, receipt, and relevant  

To search for words ending with specified characters and beginning with unspecified characters, 
prepend “.?” or “.*” to the word and wrap the word in /. For example:  

● /.?oat/  will find words such as boat and goat 
● /.*oat/  will find words such as boat, goat, throat and float  

To search for words with specified characters in the middle but unspecified characters at the 
beginning and end, prepend and append “.?” or “.*”, and wrap the word in /. For example:  

● /.?oa.?/  will find words such as load and loan 
● /.*oa.*/  will find words such as load, loan, coats and floating  

In addition, you can use brackets to search for words with the same ending letters and one of a 
specified set of leading letters. For example: 

● /[bcg]oat/  will find boat, coat, or goat.   

V. B. Proximity searches 

 



 
Proximity searches allow you to search for words that are within a certain specified distance 
from each other, without specifying the order in which the words must occur. To perform a 
proximity search, enclose the list of the words you want to search within quotation marks. Then, 
use the tilde symbol (~), followed by an integer, to specify a word distance.  
 
For example, the search “cumulative assessment”~10 will retrieve instances of the words 
"cumulative" and "assessment" within 10 words of each other in a document, in either order. 
 
V. C. Phrase-based proximity searches 
 
You can also do proximity searches with phrases. Please note that, in addition to being 
contained in quotation marks, phrases in proximity searches must be surrounded by 
parentheses. “cookie (“chocolate chip”)”~20 is a correctly formatted search, while “cookie 
“chocolate chip””~20 is not. Some additional examples are below: 

● “jelly (“peanut butter”)”~30 
○ This search retrieves results for jelly within 30 words of “peanut butter.” 

● “(sandwich* cook*) (jelly “peanut butter”)”~30 
○ This search can be read as "sandwich* OR cook* within 30 words of jelly 

OR "peanut butter."" It will retrieve results for any or all of the following: 
■ sandwich* within 30 words of jelly (“sandwich* jelly”~30) 
■ cook* within 30 words of jelly (“cook* jelly”~30) 
■ sandwich* within 30 words of “peanut butter” (“sandwich* 

(“peanut butter”)”~30) 
■ cook* within 30 words of “peanut butter” (“cook* (“peanut 

butter”)”~30) 

In Everlaw's query builder, this search would look like this: 
 

 
 
This will yield the same results as a search that looks like this: 

 



 

 

● “sandwich* cook* (jelly “peanut butter”)”~30 
○ This search requires all three clauses (sandwich*, cook*, and (jelly OR 

“peanut butter”)) to appear together within 30 extra words at most. The 
search retrieves results for any or all of the following: 

■ sandwich* within 30 words of jelly OR “peanut butter” 
■ cook* within 30 words of jelly OR “peanut butter” 
■ sandwich* within 30 words of cook* 

You can also perform nested proximity searches. For example, the search “sandwich ("ham 
cheese"~10)"~20 will look for the word "sandwich" within 20 words of every instance where 
"ham" and "cheese" occur within 10 words of each other. 
 
V. D. Fuzzy searches 
 
Fuzzy searches retrieve words that are similar to the term being searched for. For example, to 
search for a term similar in spelling to "rise,” use the fuzzy search rise~. This search will find 
terms like "risk" and "rises.” Fuzzy searches can be useful when searching for words or names 
that have potentially been misspelled.  
 
An additional (optional) parameter can be used to specify the required similarity threshold. The 
value of the parameter is between 0 and 1, not inclusive. If no value is specified, the default 
parameter is 0.5. A value closer to 1 signifies higher similarity: rise~0.8 may retrieve words that 
are similar to “rise”, such as “rose” or “risen”, but will likely not retrieve “recluse.” 
 
V. E. Regular expressions 
 
You can use regular expressions to construct searches in Everlaw. Regular expressions are text 
strings that are used to retrieve text matching a certain pattern.  

 



 

 
You can use regular expressions to search for common patterns, such as Social Security 
numbers. Some examples include: 
 
Social Security numbers: 
 

● /[0-9]{3}/ /[0-9]{2}/ /[0-9]{4}/  
● xxx xx /[0-9]{4}/ 

 
Credit card numbers: 
 

● /[0-9]{4}/ /[0-9]{4}/ /[0-9]{4}/ /[0-9]{2,4}/ 
 
Phone numbers: 
 

● /[0-9]{3}/ /[0-9]{3}/ /[0-9]{4}/ 
 
V. F. “Has any text”  
 
Contents search terms contain a “Has any text” checkbox. You can check this box if you do not 
wish to search for a particular term, but rather want to retrieve all documents that have 
searchable text. If you have already entered a value into the Contents search term, you do not 
have to check “Has any text;” the search will automatically run for the term(s) you have 
specified.  
 

 
 
VI. Document search terms 
 
This section covers the search terms under the Document header. These terms have a green 
bar on their left-hand side, and describe documents’ underlying properties before any review 
decisions are applied.  
 
VI. A. Bates/Control 
 
Documents that were uploaded natively and processed by Everlaw have control numbers with 
the # prefix. All other documents, such as those processed off of Everlaw or produced on 
Everlaw, will have Bates numbers. The Bates/Control term permits you to search for either 
category of document. You will need to specify two parameters in this search term: 
 

 



● The Bates/control prefix 
● The specific Bates/control number(s) or range you want to search for. You can also 

define a lower bound of numbers to search across, or list multiple numbers separated by 
spaces or commas to indicate an OR search. For example, entering “ABC 100-” into the 
search term will return all documents whose Bates numbers for the ABC prefix are 100 
or higher, as the image below shows: 

 

 
 
Selecting “Any” in the prefix parameter will perform a search across all prefixes in your dataset. 
To return all documents in your project, you can perform the following search. The search 
retrieves any document with a Bates or control number of at least 1, which should include all 
documents in the project by default:  
 

 
 
Searching large lists of Bates numbers 
 
You can also search for a large list of Bates values with different prefixes. Once you include the 
Bates/Control search term into the query builder, click “Advanced” within the term to enter the 
Bates numbers. 
 

 
 
Unlike the main Bates search, the list of numbers in the Advanced menu can have any 
combination of Bates prefixes. You must list one Bates number per line. You can also import a 
text file of Bates numbers, with one number per line. 
 
When you have listed your Bates numbers, click “search.” A task will start, and when it is 
completed, you will get a notification in the bottom right corner of your screen. A dialog box will 
also appear with a report about your search. 

 



 
To complete the search, simply select “Add to Search.” 
 
Australian doc IDs 
 
The Australian doc ID system has a different number scheme from the American Bates 
numbering system. Here is an example of an Australian doc ID: ABC.001.001.0001. 
 
To search for this document using the Bates/Control search term, select the prefix, then type 
"1.1.1" into the input box. Notice that you do not need to worry about including the leading zeros 
for any of the number segments. You can search for all other documents in the same fashion.  
 
The search below will return documents with IDs that are either (i) within the 1.1.1-3.3.3 range, 
(ii) 2.1.2, or (iii) within the 4.1.1-9.9.9 range. 
  
If desired, you can cut and paste in a list of doc ID numbers and ranges as long as it respects 
the search conventions. 
 

 
 
By default, the Bates search only looks at the doc ID. If you want to expand the search to 
include pages within documents, check the "Page search" option in the search term.  
 
VI. B. Type 
 
The Type search term looks for documents of a certain native file type (emails, spreadsheets, 
PDFs, calendars, etc.)  
 
VI. C. Has Format 
 
Documents uploaded natively to Everlaw typically have one copy of several formats: native 
(drawn from the extension of the original file), text (if the native file has extractable text), and 
PDF (if the native file has a format that can be imaged). The formats available for processed 
data will generally depend on what was provided to Everlaw; such documents may have a PDF 
format, or they may have another image format (typically TIFF).  
 
Has Format looks for all documents that have a specified format on the platform. For example, 
this search will not bring up documents that do not have any image formats, such as audio or 
spreadsheets: 

 



 

 
There are a few ways to search for the image format associated with a document. Searching for 
“Has Format: Image” will retrieve documents whose image format is TIFF or another non-PDF 
format; these are often documents that were processed before being uploaded to Everlaw. 
Conversely, searching for “Has Format: PDF” will only retrieve documents whose image format 
is PDF. If you would like to retrieve documents with any image format, including PDFs, search 
for “Has Format: Image or PDF.” 
 
VI. D. Num Pages 
 
Num Pages searches for documents by the number of pages, or a page range. 
 
VI. E. Language 
 
The Language term searches for documents by foreign language content, if any. For a foreign 
language to be searchable, an administrator must specify the language in Case Settings. 
 
VI. F. Produced 
 
This term searches for documents contained in a specific production. The Produced search 
term includes two parameters: Production and Flags. The Production parameter allows you to 
specify the production you would like to search in, or Any Production. The Flags parameter 
allows you to search for documents that have been privileged or endorsed or have triggered an 
error message, among other options. 
 

 
 

 



Additionally, the Original Documents checkbox, if checked, will retrieve the original source 
documents that were used to create the production, rather than the produced documents 
themselves.  
 
VI. G. Uploaded 
 
This term searches for documents added onto the platform in a specific upload. The Uploaded 
term has three parameters: Upload, State, and Flags. The Upload parameter allows you to 
specify the upload associated with the documents you are searching for. You can also search 
for documents associated with any upload, any native upload, any processed upload, or 
documents in any of the above categories that were uploaded within a certain date range. The 
State parameter allows you to search for documents associated with an upload state, including 
those that have triggered an error. The Flags parameter searches for documents that triggered 
a flag in the upload process.  
 

 
 
VI. H. File Path 
 
This term can be used to filter file paths by custodian, dataset, and subdirectory. The Custodian 
and Dataset parameters ask you to specify a custodian and dataset respectively. You can then 
type in the rest of the file path. Suggestions for subdirectories will automatically appear as you 
type in the file path. When you have reached the subdirectory or document you wish to look 
within, click Begin Review to see a list of the documents retrieved by your search. 
 
The custodian, dataset, and subdirectory values displayed by this search term are collected 
from the documents’ metadata as processed upon upload.  
 

 



 
 
VI. I. Billable Size 
 
This term allows you to retrieve documents within a range of billable file sizes. You can specify if 
the units of your search are KB, MB, or GB.  
 

 
 
VI. I. Project 
With the Project search term, you can search across partial projects within the same database. 
The Project search term can be found within the Document section of the search page, so long 
as you have access to at least one other partial project. 
 

 
 
To be able to search a specific project, you must either be explicitly added to it, or given implicit 
access by your permission level. If you are an organization administrator on a database where 
OA access is set to 'Yes', or a database admin added to at least one of that database’s projects, 
you can search all partial projects within that database. 

 



 

 
You will find a list of your searchable projects automatically generated in its drop-down. Please 
note that this search term takes into account only partial projects, given that searching against 
complete projects will always return all the documents in your project. 
 
Please note that for security reasons, you cannot share a search that references a project that 
the recipient cannot access.  
 
 
VII. Review search terms 
 
This section covers the search terms under the Review header. These terms have a purple bar 
on their left-hand side, and describe review decisions applied to documents. 
 
VII. A. Person and time parameters 
 
You can search for ratings applied by a certain user or user group, or at a certain time, by using 
the person and time parameters. 
 

 
 
Within the Rated and Coded time parameters, you can search for documents that had a certain 
rating “anytime,” or that have the rating “now.” Be aware that if you search for documents that 
had a certain rating at any time, the search may retrieve documents that had that rating at one 
time in the past, but no longer have that rating.  
 
Other search terms, such as Viewed or Has Redactions, also have a time parameter. This 
parameter is slightly different; it allows you to specify the time range within which the action 
associated with the search term was taken.  
 
VII. B. Rated 
 
This term searches for documents that have been assigned a value from Everlaw’s 
Hot/Warm/Cold rating system.  
 

 



VII. C. Coded  
 
This term searches for documents by the individual code or category of codes that have been 
applied to them. The Coded search term also includes person and time parameters. 
 
VII. D. Binder 
 
This term searches for documents contained in a certain binder. The Binder search term also 
includes person and time parameters. 
 
VII. E. Viewed 
 
This term searches for documents based on the user who has viewed them. This term contains 
person and time parameters; the time parameter allows you to specify within which frame of 
time the document was viewed by the user.  
 
VII. F. Assigned 
 
This term searches for documents in a specific assignment that has been assigned to you, or an 
assignment group that you have been created, and additionally allows you to specify if you 
would like to see the reviewed or unreviewed documents in this group.  
 
VII. G. Predicted 
 
This term allows you to search for documents that have been given a rating according to a 
predictive coding model that has been set up for your project. You can also specify a range of 
predicted relevance values within which to retrieve results; both values of the range do not need 
to be filled in.  
 

 
 
VII. H. Notes 
 
This term searches for note content that has been applied to documents during review. The 
search term includes person and time parameters.  
 
VII. I. Redactions 
 
This term allows you to search for documents that have had redactions applied to them. You 
can search for redactions in general, or redactions that have had a specific stamp applied to 

 



 

them. (Redaction stamps are set up in Case Settings.) It also includes a person and time 
parameter.  
 
VII. J. Highlights 
 
This term searches for documents that have had highlights added to them. The search term 
includes highlight color, person and time parameters, as well as notes applied to highlights.  
 
VII. K. Storybuilder 
 
This term allows you to search for documents that are associated with Drafts, Depositions, and 
labels within a particular Story. 
 
VII. L. Prior Search 
 
This term allows to reference a prior search; for example, you may wish to look for all 
documents that meet a certain set of criteria but were not included in a previous search. 
Selecting this term prompts a dropdown list of all searches accessible from the homepage, 
including favorited searches and searches that have been shared with you. Searches that have 
aged off of the homepage and that have not been favorited will not be accessible. 
 
VIII. Email Metadata search terms 

Metadata is a set of data that describes and gives information about other data. Email metadata 
therefore gives contextual information about emails. Some common email metadata fields are 
To, From, CC, BCC, Subject, and Date Sent.  

Searching for email information outside of the text body of the email with the metadata search 
term, instead of a contents search term, returns the most precise results. This is because the 
contents term searches within the entire textual content of a document, while a metadata term 
only searches within the document’s metadata. Metadata search terms have a dark blue sidebar 
in the search menu. To read more about searchable metadata fields in Everlaw, please refer to 
this article. 

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/205466875-Searching-Metadata


 

VIII. A. Smart Terms for Emails 
In addition to the standard email fields, Everlaw automatically generates Smart Terms for email 
fields. These metadata terms will aggregate the values of several email metadata fields, 
replacing the need to create aliases, and are denoted with a lightning bolt icon. They enable you 
to search for fields that are captured separately in processing and are likely to be useful when 
considered together. Smart terms are only available in Search and do not create a metadata 
field that can be seen in the Review window. 
 
The Parties and Recipients terms search across the From, To, Cc, and Bcc fields and the To, 
Cc, and Bcc fields respectively. For example, the Parties search term is useful when you want to 
see all emails that a certain person saw, regardless of whether that person sent, received, or 
was copied on them. 
 

 

You can find Parties and Recipients under the “Metadata” search terms list. 

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/204913069-Metadata-Aliasing-and-User-Editable-Fields#aliases


 

Click the term to add it to the query builder. To learn more about using terms to construct robust 
searches within your project, check out this help article. 

VIII. B. Searching for senders and recipients 

Sender and recipient metadata on Everlaw (To, From, CC, BCC, Parties, and Recipients) are 
parsed into three parts: email addresses, contact names, and domains. Each of these  can be 
treated individually within a search. When creating a search using these terms, three types of 
entries can appear within the dropdown menu: 
 

● Domains capture the email domain from every email address in the corpus and make 
them searchable. Selecting this entry will return every result containing the domain 
enron.com. They are identified with the “@” icon.  

 
● Email addresses represent the unique email address used in the email metadata field. 

They have been normalized for capitalization so that every email with the same spelling 
will be treated as a single address. This is represented with an envelope icon. 

 
● A Contact Name is created any time a name is associated with an email address within 

an email field, e.g. “Corman Shelley <shelley.corman@enron.com>”. The extracted 
Contact Name, in this case Shelley Corman, will be associated with any email ever used 
with that contact name, and is depicted as a person icon. As you can see below, a 
Contact Name can be associated with many emails simultaneously, allowing you to 
search across multiple emails with a single selection. Once selected, hovering over a 

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/205466645-Search-Overview-and-Examples


Contact Name will allow you to see all emails associated with the name. NOTE: It is 
possible for different people with the same Contact Name to have their emails combined 
under one Contact Name within Everlaw.  

 

 
 
You also have the option to conduct a “No Value” search which pulls up documents with a null 
metadata value within the To, Bcc, Cc, and From search terms. We also allow for free-form text, 
which supports advanced searches (proximity, wildcard, fuzzy, etc). You can read more about 
advanced searches here. 
 
You can select multiple entries for To, From, BCC, CC, Parties and Recipients search terms. 
 
VIII. C. Any of, All of, and nothing else Options for Email Metadata Searches 
For sender and recipient searches, you have the option to specify whether you want Everlaw to 
return documents with “Any of” or “All of” the search entries.  An “Any of” search will OR your 
search entries together, i.e., an email with any single entry included in the search will be 
returned as a result. An “All of” search will AND your entries together meaning all entries must 
appear together in the field you are searching. Please note that the From field will always run an 
“Any of” search, because emails can only have one sender. 
 
You can also check the "and nothing else" option to make the search exclusive. An “Any of” 
search with “and nothing else” checked will return results where any entry is the only value in 
the field. In the example below, the search will find emails that were sent only to Jeff Dasovich 
or only to Seteven J Kean and not emails sent to both. 

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/210132673-Advanced-Content-Searches-Wildcard-Proximity-Fuzzy-Regular-Expression-


 
 

An “All of” search with “and nothing else” checked will return results where only the combination 
of entries you specified are contained in the field. In the example below we will only see emails 
that were sent to both Jeff Dasovich and Steven J Kean and no one else. 
 

 
 

There are some scenarios in which the “nothing else” option is disabled:  
- If there are free text and "no value" entries within the search 
- If domain entries are mixed with contact names and/or email addresses 
- If the number of terms exceeds the limit that allows "nothing else" to be selected. 
- If searching with the From field, in which denoting exclusivity is redundant. 

VIII. D. Searching email dates 

Within Everlaw, email date sent metadata is typically mapped to the canonical field Date Sent. 
This allows users to take many variations of the same information (e.g. Sent date, Sentdate, 
Sent_date) and search on them using a single term. Searching against Date Sent will use the 
standard Everlaw date picker where you have various options to specify both date and time. 

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/208407963-Canonical-Fields


 

VIII. E. Searching email subjects 

Everlaw stores email subject information in the canonical field Subject. This field operates as a 
standard text field and supports both Exact and advanced searching. 

 

VIII. F. Email Metadata Search Examples 

Here are some examples of when and how to leverage these search options when conducting 
metadata searches across your project. 

1. To search for emails that are related to any specified Contact Name or domain address. 
For example, here we are searching for all documents with Eric Pinard or the domain 
@sandiego.gov as its Bcc, Cc, From, or To metadata values. 

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/208407963-Canonical-Fields
https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/205466875-Searching-Metadata#2


 

2. To search for correspondences from multiple different senders. In the example below, 
we're searching for all documents from Myrna Dayton OR from Scott Turner.  

 

3. To search for a specific combination of entities Bcc’d on an email. In the example, we 
are searching for documents that contain all three entities in the Bcc field of an email: 
Luis Schaar, Ricardo Sanchez, and the domain @portseattle.org. 

 

4. Combine email metadata search terms with others. In this example, we are searching for 
documents rated hot, or documents that have more entities than only Myrna Dayton in 
the Bcc, Cc, or To field, and those that don’t have Myrna Dayton as a recipient at all. 

 

VIII. G. Why are expected results not showing? 

If you are not able to search within a certain metadata field, or you find that your search is not 
bringing up all the expected results, it may be because that metadata field was not provided or 
incompletely provided by the producing party for the documents on your project.  

You can check the documents’ metadata in the Review Window, or by including a column for 
that metadata field in the results table. If there are email metadata fields that are not present in 
Everlaw-processed documents (those that are prefixed with “#”), you can reach out to 
support@everlaw.com for clarification. 

IX. Grouped and canonical metadata fields 
 

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/204791759-Classic-Review-Window
https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/204778899-Search-Results-Table


On upload, Everlaw automatically detects metadata fields that refer to the same underlying 
concept and groups them together. For example, all variations of the custodian field 
(“Custodian”, “Custdn”, “CUST”, etc.) will be grouped into the Custodian field. Though this 
automatic grouping is performed for all fields in the project, particular attention is paid to 
approximately 40 of the most common metadata fields, determined through an empirical 
analysis of the types of metadata fields that appear in document sets. These 40 or so fields are 
referred to as canonical or grouped fields. The Everlaw canonical fields are listed below: 
 

All Custodians Date Modified Languages 

All Paths Date Received MD5 Hash 

Application Date Saved Message ID 

Attachment IDs Date Sent Original Filename 

Attachment Names Document Type Original Path 

Author Encrypted Other Custodians 

Bcc End Date Produced From 

Begin Family End Family SHA1 Hash 

Cc Extension Split From 

Chat Contributors Family Subject 

Confidentiality File Path Start Date 

Custodian Filename Title 

Dataset From To 

Date Has OCR Translation Of 

Date Accessed Hash Value   

Date Created In Reply To   

 



 

 
 
For grouped canonical and noncanonical fields, only the group field, or canonical, name will be 
searchable. Searching for a canonical field will return results for all the fields grouped under that 
particular field name, even if the fields were not originally named canonically. This makes it 
much easier to search across documents with synonymous fields. 
 
X. Duplicates, sampling, and grouping 

X. A. How do I deduplicate, sample, group, or remove my search hits? 

On Everlaw, you can deduplicate, sample, group, and remove documents within a search. All of 
these settings can be applied via the More Options tab.  

 The settings in More Options, and the combination of them, allow you to build specific searches 
with only a few simple steps, while also supporting very sophisticated search workflows (read 
the “Common complex use cases” section for some examples).  

The More Options tab is in the bottom right corner of each logical container. Any setting can be 
applied to any logical container (inner or outer), with the exception of deduplication, which can 
only be applied to the outermost container. You can learn more about applying search settings 
on inner and outer search containers in this section of the article. 

Once you’re in the More Options dialog, you can select any combination of settings. The effect 
of each setting on your results is reflected below each section as a positive or negative number. 
If there is no effect on your search, the section will say “No Change.” You can also click “Show 
walkthrough of your search settings” and click through each step to understand how your 
settings impact your search, which is particularly useful if you’re deduplicating it.  

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/360004810211--More-Options-in-Search-Duplicates-Sampling-Grouping-and-Removal#h_9ba930ad-5e61-4ecc-a887-5e148541bfdd


 

You can learn more about applying multiple search settings at once via some complex use 
cases at the end of this article. 

Once you’re happy with your settings, click Save. All settings applied will be represented on the 
search container.  

X. B. Deduplicate among search hits 

Because Everlaw can identify documents as duplicates, it also allows you to manage duplicates 
as you go through review. This is called deduplication. Deduplication is the process of removing 
exact duplicates from the action you’re taking. For a conceptual overview of deduplication on 
Everlaw, visit this help article.  

By deduplicating your search, only one copy of each document will be returned within your 
search results. If your search returns two or more documents that belong to the same duplicate 
group, search deduplication will return only one copy in your search, which will be the copy of 
the document in the search that was first uploaded to Everlaw.  

For example, let’s say we want all documents in a binder, with duplicates removed. Add the 
binder search term to your query builder, click More Options, then select “Deduplicate within 
search hits.” A count of how many documents are removed from your search as a result of this 

 



setting will be shown. Click “Save,” and your binder is now deduplicated, indicated by the 
deduplicate tab on your search container.  

Your project may have a search setting enabled that hides all project duplicates by default. In 
this case, the More Options tab will say “Hide All.” 

   

You will also see a third option, selected by default, in the dialog that says “Hide all project 
duplicates.”  

   

It’s understandably complex to think about how this option differs from deduplicating within 
search hits. Primarily, search deduplication is a search-wide setting. It occurs after identifying all 
documents that match your search criteria, then removes duplicative copies, leaving you with a 
single copy of each document that matches your search criteria. Hiding project duplicates is a 
project-wide setting. It occurs BEFORE evaluating your search criteria. With this option enabled, 
any document flagged as a “project  duplicate” will be excluded from results, regardless of 
search criteria. In particular, that means you may not have even a single copy of a document 
that matches your search, if the only copies matching your search are considered project 
duplicates. This workflow is only recommended when you will be running a series of searches, 
and want to ensure that two different copies of the same document are never returned across 
the union of your searches.  

X. C. Sampling 

In the sampling section of More Options, you can choose a randomly sampled subset of your 
search results for any given search. Sampling is helpful for triaging review, where you may 

 



receive thousands of documents of a particular custodian and want to review a sample to 
decide how to triage the entire set. It’s also a useful setting for training predictive coding models. 
Training a prediction model with randomly sampled subsets of documents may help improve the 
precision and recall of the generated predictions. 

Document sampling will always be applied after deduplication, and before grouping or filtering 
decisions. In other words, if you choose to sample your documents and also group them by 
email thread, your documents will be sampled before they are grouped into threads. This 
prevents partial email threads from appearing in your results table. You can use the document 
counts below each setting, as well as the search walkthrough at the bottom of the dialog, to 
better understand how these settings are impacting your final results.  

 

Sampling probabilities apply to each document, rather than the set as a whole. For example, if 
you apply 10% sampling, each document in your results will have a 10% chance of being 
returned, rather than 10% of documents being selected from the entire results set. This may 
affect the total number of documents returned when you sample from relatively smaller results 
sets. Another reason your total number of documents may differ from the expected % is if you 
have restricted document access. 

X. D. Grouping 

Grouping allows you to organize your search hits by context: exact duplicates, attachments, 
email threads, or document versions. Each one is defined as the following:  

● Attachments: Documents in an attachment family. Includes the parent document, 
often an email, and its attachments. 

 



● Email Threads: Emails that comprise an email thread, including replies, reply all, and 
forwarded emails.  Grouping by email thread will also include attachments and 
duplicate emails. 

● Exact Duplicates: Duplicate copies of the document. A complete definition of 
duplicates is in this article. 

● Versions: Versions of the same document (produced and pre-produced, translated 
and untranslated, etc.) 

When including grouping into your search, you are pulling associated documents into the 
search, even if the documents may not meet your search criteria. For example, if you're 
searching for documents with the word "fraud” and you group by email thread, the search will 
include documents in the same email thread, even if they don’t have the word “fraud” in it.  

Note that grouping will always be applied after deduplication and sampling, but before removal. 
This implies that deduplicated documents may get reintroduced if they are part of the context 
that you group by. You can use the document counts below each setting, as well as the search 
walkthrough at the bottom of the dialog, to better understand how these settings are impacting 
your final results.  

X. E. Removal 

Once you group your search hits, you have the option to remove certain contexts from that 
grouping: parents, children, search hits, grouped non-hits, and non-inclusive emails (complete 
projects only). Each one is defined as the following:  

● Parents: The topmost member in a document grouping, such as the primary email to 
which other documents are attached. 

● Child documents: Any document that is not the parent in a group, such as email 
attachments or project duplicates.  

● Search hits: Any document that would be returned by your search, after search 
deduplication is applied. 

● Grouped non-hits: All documents that are not designated as a search hits, but 
introduced via grouping.  

● Non-inclusive emails (only available for complete projects): You can only select this 
removal option when grouping by email threads. Inclusive emails are the minimum 
set of emails that creates the most “complete” email content in the thread. It might be 
one email that is inclusive of all the thread's content, but it might be multiple emails 
that create the set. It is often the last email in the branch, and all previous emails 

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/204771559-Search-Deduplication-Options-and-Definition-of-Duplicate-


 

should appear in the body of the document. Everlaw considers text,recipients, and 
attachments to determine inclusiveness.  

Removal is always applied after the other settings in More Options. You can use the document 
counts below each setting, as well as the search walkthrough at the bottom of the dialog, to 
better understand how these settings are impacting your final results.  

Note: You cannot remove parents when grouping by email thread. This is so that attachments 
are not displayed without their associated email parents in the results table, which you can learn 
more about in the next section of this article.  

 
XI. Results table 
 
The results table can be accessed from any search you have conducted. After building a 
search, click the blue Begin Review button (located under the query builder) to access the full 
results table view. The table itself is the same as the one in the Instant Search Preview, except 
that it now shows the full set of results as opposed to a sampling of the search results. 
 
Clicking “Begin Review” will also save your search as a search card on the homepage. You can 
access the results table for any search by clicking on the associated homepage card.  
 
The results table provides information about all the documents in your search. Each row of the 
results table corresponds to a document retrieved by your search. You can customize your 
results table to display information relevant to you. You can also share documents, batch code, 
export, and preview your documents, among other actions. 
 

 
 
The name of your search is listed in the top left-hand corner. You can rename your search by 
clicking the name. Type in a new name and hit enter on your keyboard to automatically save it. 

 



You can also favorite the search by clicking the star icon next to the search’s name, which will 
save the search as a card in your homepage Favorites column. 
 
From the results table, you can apply various batch actions to your documents, share, or export 
them; the following sections will cover some results table actions that are relevant to broadening 
your search results.  
 
XI. A. Viewing your search and adjusting search settings in the results table 

Once you’ve run your search, you have the ability to view grouped documents and adjust 
search settings directly from the results table.  

Grouped documents are collapsed by default and indicated by a caret next to the parent 
document.  The total number of children in a document grouping is also displayed in 
parentheses (in the case of email threads, only other children and duplicate emails are included 
in the count, even though related attachments are grouped in this particular family). 

 

On the left of the results table, you can click the expansion icon and expand all or collapse all 
document groups.  

  

 



Child documents in a group will include decimaled row numbers of their parent. In this example, 
the parent is row #47 and its children are represented in the screenshot: 

  

If any of your grouping settings result in removing parents from your results, either on the 
search page or results table, the parents will appear as greyed-out documents, with children 
visible under them. The parents will not be affected by any export, batch modify, or production 
actions. 

 

To adjust your previously applied search settings, click Options in the results table toolbar. 
Clicking the icon will prompt the same dialog as the More Options tab in search, with previously 
applied settings selected.  If you change your settings in any way, then the results table will 
update to include the selected settings. A new search will be saved as a separate card on the 
homepage.  

XI. B. Refining searches 
 

 



 

 

You can easily make changes to your search conditions without starting over from scratch. Use 
the Refine icon to bring you back to the search page with the query builder already populated 
with the correct search terms. From there, you can make any modifications you want. 
 
XII. Accessing searches 
 
Each time you click “Begin Review,” your search is saved as a card on the homepage. To 
access the results tables for previous searches, navigate to the homepage and click on the 
associated search card. You can rename and share searches from this card by clicking on the 
three-dot menu. You can also favorite searches from this card; since search cards disappear 
from the homepage after 25-30 searches, favoriting especially important searches is a good 
strategy.  
 
XII. A. Removing searches 
 
You can remove search cards from your homepage view by pressing ‘x’ on your keyboard, 
longpressing a card, or clicking the multiselect icon in the top right of your homepage. Then, 
select the cards you wish to remove, and click the red Remove Searches button in the top right 
of the page. This action will not delete the documents associated with the card, nor will it 
remove the card from the homepages of users with whom the card has been shared.  
 
XIII. Search term reports 
 
Search term reports, or STRs, are an admin-only feature that allow you to run several searches 
at once. If you want reviewers to run search term reports without having to make them admins, 
you can make an empty search term report and share it with the reviewer, giving them either 
“edit” or “share and delete” permissions. 
 
XIII. A. Creating a search term report  
 
To access an empty search term report, you can: 

● Click (+) by the searches column on the homepage and select "Search Term Report" 
 

● Click the blue "create a new report" button in the upper right of the search term report 
interface 

Follow the steps below to create a new report: 
 
Step 1: Create or verify the name of your search term report. If you want the search term report 
to show up as a card under the Favorites column on the homepage, click the star icon to the left 
of the name. 

 



 
 
Step 2: Specify the searchable set. The searchable set defines the set of documents that you 
are running your searches across. By default, the searchable set is the entire database. To edit 
the searchable set, click the blue Edit button. The searchable set criteria is created through the 
same visual interface that is found on Everlaw's search page. To learn more about how to build 
out a criteria using the interface, visit our search help articles. 

● By default, document deduplication is turned off, so leaving the searchable set 
unspecified will allow Everlaw to look across all the documents in your database, 
including duplicates. If you want to limit your searchable set to all the unique 
documents, edit the searchable set, and toggle deduplication "on". Similarly, you can 
limit your searchable set to the deduplicated set of documents matching your 
searchable set criteria. 

The left-hand side of the searchable set box provides information on how many documents are 
in your searchable set, as well as the total number of documents in your project. 
 

 
 
Step 3: Add a search via the table of searches. You have a couple options for adding new 
searches: 

● Typing directly into the input box: If you type directly into the input box, you will be 
restricted to a content search. However, you can use all the advanced content search 
types and functionality. If you click the "metadata" button you'll be given access to a 
mini query builder with metadata, content, and logical operator search terms that you 

 



can use to create your search. 
 

● Copy and pasting: Clicking "import multiple terms" will pop up an interface that you 
can use to quickly add multiple content or metadata searches to your search term 
report. The searches must be in the format of one search per line. You can use 
advanced content search types, which you can read about here. You can also use 
parentheses and AND/OR to create more complex content searches. If you are 
importing multiple metadata searches, you will additionally need to specify the field 
that you would like to search within.  
 

● Importing a file: You can also import a text file that has one search per line from the 
copy and paste interface. You can use advanced content search types and 
parentheses and AND/OR to create more complex content searches. You can also 
search for multiple values of text-based metadata fields, such as From or Author. This 
latter option permits you to limit your search to exact metadata values.  

Note that depending on how many searches you are adding at a time, and the complexity of 
those searches, it might take anywhere from a couple seconds to a couple minutes for your 
search term report to update. You can perform other tasks on Everlaw while waiting for your 
report to update. 

 
XIII. B. Understanding your search term report 
 
After adding a search to a search term report, the table at the bottom of the interface and the 
graph at the top of the interface will adjust to reflect information about your updated search term 
report. 
 
The table 
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● The "Search" column lists all searches that are being run against your searchable 
set in a given search term report. 
 

● The "Documents with hits" column displays the number of documents within the 
searchable set that are returned by a particular search.  
 

● The "Documents exclusive to term" column displays the number of documents in 
the searchable set that are returned by a particular search, and only that search, 
within the search term report. In the screenshot above, the search "california AND 
(energy OR commission)" returns 87,357 documents in our searchable set. Of these, 
3,345 documents are returned by this search and this search alone. 
  

● Put another way, the difference between "Documents with hits" and "Documents 
exclusive to term" is the number of documents that include at least one of the other 
search terms in your report.  

If you want to delete a search, click the trashcan icon in the far right column. The row 
associated with the search will be grayed out, and the numbers on the table will adjust to reflect 
the deletion of the search. You can undo a deletion by clicking on the undo icon that will replace 
the trashcan icon in the far right column. 
 
Clicking on any of the numbers in the table will open a results table with those documents. This 
is the easiest way to access results from your search term report. 
 
Including and excluding attachment family members 
 
You may want to include attachment family members in results returned by the search term 
report. If you normally review documents and their family members together, including the 
attachment family members will give you a better sense of the total number of documents 
needing review. If you select the “Include family members in count" checkbox at the top of the 
table, Everlaw will identify any and all emails and attachments that have been returned by the 
searches in your search term report, and add their family members to the result set. This will 
affect the numbers in the table and in the graph. 
 
The graph  
 
A visualization of the total number of results relative to the total number of documents in the 
searchable set is provided in the upper right of the search term report page. The maroon 
number in the center of the circle, and the corresponding maroon segment of the circle, refer to 
the total number of unique documents returned by the searches in the search term report (ie. 
the sum of the "documents exclusive to term" column). 

 



 
 
If you include attachment family members, an additional purple segment will be added to the 
circle to reflect the documents that have been added as a result of including the attachment 
family members. The number in the center of the circle still reflects the total number of 
documents returned by the search(es) in the STR before family members were added. 

 
Last refresh  

 



 
The box on the top left shows you when the search term report was last updated. You can also 
manually refresh the report by clicking the blue "refresh search values" button. 
 

 
 
Downloading, copying, bindering, sharing 
 

 
 
Downloading 
There are two options for downloading information contained in a search term report. To access 
the download options, click on the download icon in the upper left of the interface. 

● The CSV option will download a CSV file reflecting the information in the table. 
● The PDF option will download the entire search term report interface. 

Copying 

 



 

Copying will create a new search term report that is a carbon copy of the original. This is a good 
option if you want to make adjustments to a search term report, but retain the original report and 
result.  
 
Bindering 
If you want to export all search results to a binder, click the binder icon. You can add documents 
to an existing binder, or create a new binder.  
 
Sharing 
By default, a search term report is private to the creator. To share a search term report, click the 
share icon. Just like with binders, you can give the recipients of your message varying 
permission levels: 

● View: Recipients can only see the search term report. 
● Edit: Recipients can also make changes to the search term report (e.g., modify the 

searchable set, add/remove searches). 
● Share and Delete: Recipients can share and delete the search term report itself, as 

well as remove user permissions on the search term report for any user except 
themselves and the owner. 

XIV. Search Across Projects 

 

Organization administrators can search across all the projects in their organization to find hits 
for any given search criteria. This functionality is helpful for organizations that have many 

 



databases with similar or overlapping document sets, such as large corporations or government 
entities, in identifying overarching patterns and comparing results across many projects. 

Projects can be searched on only if the organization admin: 

- Has OA access to those projects, OR 
- Is explicitly added as a user to the project, with the number of viewable documents 

dependent on their Document Access permissions. 

Search Term List and Query Builder 

This query builder functions similar to Everlaw’s regular search interface, but with 
project-specific search terms such as Prior Search, Storybuilder, Binder, and Filepath removed.  

Additionally, the Coded, Rated, Uploaded, Produced search terms have been limited to search 
only for the presence of that search attribute across projects. For example, the “Coded” search 
term will search for any documents with any code applied, instead of those with a code you 
specify. Or, the “Produced” search term will search for any produced document in a project, 
instead of from a certain produced document set. 

Some terms, such as Coded, Viewed, Redactions, and Rated, have the option to search within 
a timeframe. For example, for the “Coded” search term, you can search not only on the 
document’s coded status but also when the code was applied. 

 

In Search Across Projects, all canonical metadata fields are available search terms. However, 
please note that autocomplete is not enabled on these terms, but can accept wildcard, fuzzy, 
exact, and proximity searches. To read more about advanced content searches, please refer to 
this article.  

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/205466645-Search-Overview-and-Examples
https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/208407963-Canonical-Fields
https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/210132673-Advanced-Content-Searches-Wildcard-Proximity-Fuzzy-Regular-Expression-#4


In addition, the user can click “More Options” to find grouping, sampling, and search 
deduplication options. As hiding project duplicates is not enabled in Search Across Projects, 
results will return all project duplicates. 

Table of Project Search Hits 

After building a search in the query builder, click Search to see a table of your results. The table 
displays Project Name, Number of Hits, Project Total, and Percent of Total Documents. 

 

 

 

Number of Hits is the number of documents within the project that match your search. Project 
Total is the total number of documents in the project. Percent of Total Document is is calculated 
by dividing the project’s corresponding Number of Hits value by its Project Total value, 
represented by a percentage bar. This visualizes the proportion of documents within a project 
that fit your search criteria, and can be easily compared across different projects. 

The results table by default sorts and displays results by descending Number of Hits. However, 
you can sort on any other column simply by clicking its header, and clicking the caret to switch 
between sorting by descending or ascending order.  

Each hit count opens up the results table within the original project environment as if the search 
were originally run within that project.  

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/360004810211-Deduplicate-Sample-Group-and-Remove-Search-Hits-Via-More-Options-
https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/204771559-Search-Deduplication-Options-and-Definition-of-Duplicate-#h_bd6e5c1a-9a7a-46f2-9114-217aff63cba3
https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/204778899-Search-Results-Table


 

 

If you wish to change the search criteria, navigate to the top right of the table of project search 
hits to either refine your search or build a new one within Search Across Projects. In addition, 
you also have the option to export the table in a .csv format.

 

Rebuilding Searches 

Below the query builder is the saved history of the most recent twenty searches run by any 
organization admin within your organization. To access a recent search, click it and your query 
builder will be populated with the recent search. 

XV. Appendix 

XV. A. Table of search operators  

Name Function Example 

AND Logical container. Groups two search 
terms together. Can also be used 

within single-line Contents searches. 

Contents: “san francisco” AND 
Type: Email 

Finds documents that contain “san 
francisco” and are emails. 

 
Contents: “pizza AND pasta” 

 



Finds documents that contain both 
“pizza” and “pasta.” 

OR Logical container. Groups two search 
terms together. Can also be used 

within single-line Contents searches. 

Contents: “san francisco” OR 
Contents:  “los angeles” 

Finds documents that contain “san 
francisco” or “los angeles” (or both). 

 
Contents: “pizza OR pasta” 

Finds documents that contain 
“pizza” or “pasta” (or both). 

space Used within Contents searches as an 
OR term. 

Contents: “bagel bialy blintz” 
Finds documents that contain at 
least one of the following words: 

“bagel,” “bialy,” “blintz.” 

, Used within Contents searches as an 
OR term. 

Contents: “california, nevada, 
oregon” 

Finds documents that contain at 
least one of the following words: 
“california,” “nevada,” “oregon.” 

NOT Negates a search term. Accessed by 
clicking once on a search term or by 
typing NOT into a Contents search 
term that contains multiple terms. 

Contents: california NOT oregon 
Finds documents that contain 
“california” but not “oregon.” 

 
NOT Type: Email  

Finds documents that are not 
emails. 

+ Used in Contents searches to specify 
required content in retrieved 

documents. 

Contents: +california oregon 
Finds documents that contain 
“california” and may optionally 

contain “oregon.” 

- Used in Contents searches to find 
documents that do not contain 

specific contents. 

Contents: -california 
Finds documents that do not 

contain “california.” 

≥, ≤ Used to specify ranges in search 
terms such as Num Pages and 

Predicted. Only visible to the user if 
one end of the range is left 

unspecified. 

Num Pages: ≥ 20 
Finds documents that are at least 

20 pages long. 

 

 



XV. B. Table of Document search terms 

Document search terms allow you to search for documents based on their intrinsic 
characteristics, before any review decisions are applied.  

Name Function Example 

Contents Search through the contents of 
documents that have extractable text. 

Contents: “california, nevada, 
oregon” 

Finds documents that contain at 
least one of the following words: 
“california,” “nevada,” “oregon.” 

Bates/Control Searches for documents based on a 
single document ID number or range 

of numbers. 

Bates: EVER 100-150 
Finds documents with the EVER 

prefix whose Bates number is 
between 100 and 150. 

Type Searches for documents based on 
native filetype. 

Type: Email 
Retrieves all documents whose 

native version is an  
file. 

Num Pages Searches for documents based on 
page length. 

Num Pages: ≥ 20 
Finds documents that are at least 

20 pages long. 

Has Format Retrieves documents based on their 
processed format. 

Has Format: Text 
Retrieves all documents that have 

a text version on Everlaw. 

Language Searches for documents that contain 
extractable text in a foreign language. 

Language: primarily Spanish 
Finds documents whose content is 

primarily in Spanish. 

Produced Retrieves documents produced in a 
specific production. 

Produced: Production 11/21/2017 
Documents, Flag Privileged 

Document 
Retrieves documents produced as 

part of “11/21/2017 Production” 
that were marked as privileged. 

Uploaded Retrieves documents uploaded as 
part of a specific upload. 

Uploaded: Processed: 2017/12/02 
Documents 

Retrieves documents uploaded as 
part of the processed upload 

“2017/12/02 Documents.” 

 



File Path Searches through document 
custodians, datasets, and 

subdirectories. 

File Path: John Smith; John Smith 
Emails; emails.pst//Inbox/Important 

Retrieves documents uploaded 
under custodian John Smith, 

included in the dataset John Smith, 
and located in the Important 

subdirectory of the emails.pst 
container. 

Billable Size Searches for documents within a 
range of billable sizes. 

Billable Size: 500 to 650 MB 
Retrieves all documents with 

whose billable file size is between 
500 and 650 MB, 

endpoints-inclusive. 

Project Searches against documents of other 
partial projects within the database. 

Within Project A, search for Project 
B. This will retrieve all the 

documents, within Project A, that 
are also in Project B. 

 

XV. C. Table of Review search terms 

Review search terms allow you to find documents based on the review decisions that have been 
applied to them on Everlaw.  

Name Function Example 

Rated Searches for documents that have 
or had a particular rating applied. 

Rated: Hot by John Smith at any 
time 

Finds documents for which user 
John Smith has applied the Hot 
rating. (Note: this search may 

retrieve documents that once had 
the Hot rating but no longer do.) 

Coded Searches for documents that have 
or had a particular code applied. 

Coded: Animals: Cat 
Finds documents that have the Cat 

code from the Animals category 
applied. 

Binder Retrieves documents contained in a 
particular binder. 

Binder: John’s Binder by John 
Smith at any time 

Retrieves documents that user John 
Smith has added to John’s Binder. 

 



Viewed Searches for documents viewed by 
a particular user.  

Viewed: by John Smith in the last 
hour 

Retrieves documents that user John 
Smith has viewed in the last hour. 

Assigned Searches for documents within an 
assignment batch, according to 

reviewed status. 

Assigned: New Assignment [1]; Not 
reviewed 

Retrieves documents that have not 
met the review criteria for the New 

Assignment assignment group. 

Predicted Searches for documents that have 
been given a predicted relevance 
score within a predictive coding 

model. 

Predicted: Fraud: 70 - 90 
Finds documents with a predicted 
relevance score of 70-90 for the 

Fraud model. 

Notes Retrieves documents that have 
notes applied. 

Notes: containing «important»  
Finds documents with notes 

containing “important”  

Redactions Retrieves documents with redactions 
or redaction stamps applied. 

Redactions: stamped «PII» 
Finds documents with redactions 

that have been stamped “PII.” 

Storybuilder Retrieves documents that belong to 
a Story’s Timelines, Depositions, or 

Drafts. 

Storybuilder: Story #1 
 Label: George Jones 

Retrieves documents in “Story #1” 
labeled “George Jones.” 

Highlights Retrieves documents that have 
highlights applied. 

Highlights: Blue, applied within last 
hour 

Retrieves documents with blue 
highlights, which have been applied 

within last hour 

 
XV. D. Table of grouping and removal options 
 
These options are available from the options tab in the bottom right of a logical container, as 
well as from the Grouping icon in the results table toolbar. 
 

Include duplicates Include exact duplicates, pulled from a project-wide search, in 
search results. This option will include any document that is 
marked as a duplicate of another document in the project, even 
if the original document is not captured by the search criteria.  

Exclude duplicates Exclude exact duplicates, pulled from a project-wide search, 

 



from search results. This option will exclude any document that 
is marked as a duplicate of another document in the project, 
even if the original document is not captured by the search 
criteria.  

Sample Specify a percentage of randomly selected documents meeting 
the search criteria to appear among the search results.  

Group: No grouping Documents will not be organized into groups in the results 
table. 

Group: Attachments Documents will be displayed with their attachments in the 
results table. The attachments will be included in the table even 
if they do not meet other search criteria.  

Group: Email threads Documents will be displayed within their corresponding email 
threads in the results table. The other email thread members 
will be included in the table even if they do not meet other 
search criteria.  

Group: Exact Duplicates Documents will be displayed with any exact duplicates of the 
document that exist on Everlaw. 

Group: Versions Documents will be displayed with their linked “versions;” that is, 
other documents on Everlaw that are related to the original 
document through a production or translation.  

Remove: None (Keep all) No members of a document group will be removed from the 
results table. This is the default option when a grouping action 
is specified.  

Remove: Parents This option specifies that the topmost document in a grouping, 
or the parent document, should be removed from the results 
table. Because the parent document is often critical for 
understanding document context, this option will display parent 
documents in the results table in purple italicized text. 

Remove: Children This option specifies that all non-parent documents in a 
grouping should be removed from the results table. 

Remove: Search Hits This option specifies that all documents that are responsive to 
the search criteria should be removed from the results table. 

Remove: Grouped 
Non-Hits  

This option specifies that all group members that are not 
responsive to the search criteria should be removed from the 
results table. 

Remove: Non-Inclusive 
Emails 

This option is available for documents grouped by email thread, 
and specifies that all non-inclusive emails should be removed 

 

https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/204771559-Search-Deduplication-Options-and-Definition-of-Duplicate-
https://support.everlaw.com/hc/en-us/articles/205541875-Context-Panel#6


from the results table. This option is only available for complete 
projects.  

 

 


